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novel ways, and offers a more sustained analysis of the theory of subject
formation implicit in her previous books.
Apprenticed to Magic - W. E. Butler 2003-01-01

The Morgesons - Elizabeth Stoddard 2022-08-01
DigiCat Publishing presents to you this special edition of "The
Morgesons" (A Novel) by Elizabeth Stoddard. DigiCat Publishing
considers every written word to be a legacy of humankind. Every DigiCat
book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern
format. The books are available in print, as well as ebooks. DigiCat hopes
you will treat this work with the acknowledgment and passion it deserves
as a classic of world literature.
The Ritual Magic Workbook - Dolores Ashcroft-Nowicki 1998-02-01
This book takes the student month-by-month through a year of magical
training. Each month's work is concluded with practical exercises.
Covers - constructing and consecrating a temple; meditation and
visualization techniques; working in an elemental temple; exploring the
inner world. For students wishing to take up ceremonial magic, but who
are unwilling or unable to join a working group.
Buckland's Complete Book of Witchcraft - Raymond Buckland 1986
"This complete self-study course in modern Wicca is a treasured classic an essential and trusted guide that belongs in every witch's library."--Back cover
Lithomancy, the Psychic Art of Reading Stones - Gary L. Wimmer
2011-07-25
See the trailer for Lithomancy, the Psychic Art of Reading Stones via http: //www.youtube.com/watch?v=oBI1MAiSTGg This book explains in
detail how to give psychic readings by interpreting the Pattern formed
when a Reader or the Subject of a reading drops Sixteen Stones into a
Circle of leather or lace, which represents the environment. Every
Pattern is unique, and each reveals - in symbolic form - layer upon layer
of information that is read in a clock-like fashion, starting at or near the
center of the Circle and reading towards 12 o'clock, then around the
Circle with each hour on an imaginary clock representing one week.
Readers develop skill at Lithomancy by knowing the symbolism and
meaning behind each Stone and the different ways to 'see' a Pattern,
then combining that knowledge with intuition to interpret what the
Pattern represents. Every person is different, and every Reader will
invariably develop a personal style and read from a unique psychic
perspective. In general, Lithomancy readings offer insights into many
different issues that have or will come up over the next three months:
personal, financial, relationships, home, business plans, spiritual issues,
unexpected changes, etc. The Patterns reveal how these issues
interrelate, why they are occurring, and how the challenges a person
faces can be used as opportunities. Patterns also reveal the 'light at the
end of the tunnel, ' and show how - via free will - a person can become
and stay empowered, benefit from their situations, create positive
outcomes, and expand in personal and spiritual growth, regardless of the
situation. Once a Reader learns the basics of this powerful and versatile
psychic art system, he or she can apply variations to read for people
other than the Subject or for specific situations or matters of concerns,
investigations, business plans, unique circumstances, etc. The author,
Gary L. Wimmer, began giving readings in 1973, and since 1980 he has
used the highly intuitive art of Lithomancy to give accurate and
comprehensive readings in the USA and in Europe, in person and over
the phone. He works regularly at psychic fairs, conventions, parties,
fundraisers, on cruise ships, on live radio shows, etc. For information see
garywimmer.com/psychic.
Practical Psychomancy and Crystal Gazing - William Walker Atkinson
1908

The Secrets To Unlocking Your Psychic Ability - Matt Fraser 2013-12-03
Matt Fraser, America’s Top Psychic Medium and New York Times
bestselling author, takes us on a spiritual journey of discovering our
inner psychic ability. Imagine having the ability to feel on a deeper level.
Imagine expanding your senses so much that you pick up and feel
situations and opportunities before they even happen. Psychic Ability
allows you to do just that, this ability opens your eyes to a new world, a
world where you can expand and develop deeper levels of clairvoyance,
clairsentience, intuition and mediumship, to see, hear and experience life
including sense the future before it happens. This gift can allow you find
the road that will lead you to happier more fulfilling opportunities in your
life. This gift will show you that you can find the answers and guidance
you need in situations like your relationships and career. You can expand
your ability to listen to the angels and your spirit guides, with secret
techniques to unfold your intuition, and psychic ability to connect and
step into your future. This book was written as a guide to developing
your psychic abilities and is jam packed with exercises, tools and
techniques that will allow you to unlock and discover your own psychic
abilities and use them in your everyday life.
Astral Projection for Beginners - Edain McCoy 2012-10-08
Visit a realm in which time and space have no meaning—the astral realm.
Written for beginners, this friendly guide presents step-by-step
instructions for six easy and effective astral projection techniques. Travel
to different times and eras, visit with departed loved ones, and explore
different astral worlds, such as the faerie realm. On the astral plane, it's
also possible to heal yourself and achieve improved health, send healing
energy to others, receive direction from your spirit guides, and view your
Akashic records, the astral record of each soul's past and future events.
Western Mysticism - Cuthbert Butler 1923
The Magician's Companion - Bill Whitcomb 1993
The Magician's Companion by Bill Whitcomb is the most complete
collection of practical information on magical systems from around the
world you can add to your magical techniques. It begins with a complete
introduction to magic, from definitions to a program of study so you can
use the many systems described in the book. There are 91 systems
described, including: ·The four worlds of the Hopi ·The Hindu Tattwas
·The Chinese Five Elements ·The Chakras ·The eight Chinese trigrams
·The Qabalistic Tree of Life ·Astrology ·The meridians of acupuncture
·Geomantic symbols ·The druid tree alphabet ·The Enochian system ·The
Runes ·The color scales ·The hexagrams of the I Ching ·The 72 names of
God There is so much more in this book. You'll also learn the techniques
of working with: ·Alchemy ·Magical Alphabets ·Deities from numerous
pantheons ·Telesmatic images ·Magic squares and sigils ·Attributions for
gems and minerals This just scratches the surface of what has been
acclaimed as one of the greatest research tools ever for magicians of all
type. The magical knowledge of our ancestors comprises an intricate and
elegant technology of the mind and imagination. The Magician's
Companion makes the ancient systems accessible, understandable, and
useful to modern magicians by categorizing and cross-referencing the
major magical symbol systems. In fact, as a cross-reference, it is simply
beyond compare. The Magician's Companion is the single source with the
most complete information on Eastern and Western magical systems ever
published. Students of mysticism, mythology, symbolic art, literature,
and even cryptography will find The Magician's Companion of infinite
value. This book is a must.
A New Science of the Paranormal - Lawrence LeShan 2013-08-15
Mainline science rejects the paranormal because it cannot be proven by
the classical methods of controlled experiments. But sciences such as
geology, astronomy, and anthropology also don’t rely on laboratory

Astral Doorways - J. H. Brennan 1996-01-01
The Psychic Life of Power - Judith Butler 1997
Judith Butler's new book considers the way in which psychic life is
generated by the social operation of power, and how that social
operation of power is concealed and fortified by the psyche that it
produces. It combines social theory, philosophy, and psychoanalysis in
how-to-develop-clairvoyance-w-e-butler-pdf
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testing for repeatable results. Moreover, psi concerns consciousness,
which is by definition nonquantitative. "Psi researchers must stop acting
like science’s poor relations," says author Lawrence LaShan, "limiting
themselves to controlled experiments such as analyzing statistics of
people guessing cards being flipped in the next room" This provocative
book outlines the principles of making a real study of the large, exciting
events — clairvoyance and precognition; mediumship and spirit controls;
psychic healing — that would bring mainline science into and revitalize
the whole field. "And the issue is not just academic," says LeShan. "The
old, materialistic worldview has not worked. Psychic research," he
argues, "can transform our sense of reality itself to offer a new and more
hopeful picture of ourselves and of the world."
Mama Maggie - Marty Makary 2015-03-10
From marketing maven to angel of the garbage district—the inspiring
authorized biography of Maggie Gobran, the “Mother Teresa of Egypt.”
Since 1997, Maggie Gobran and her organization Stephen’s Children
have been changing lives in Cairo’s notorious zabala, or garbage slums.
Her innovative, transformational work has garnered worldwide fame and
multiple Nobel Prize nominations, but her full story has remained
untold—until now. Bestselling authors Martin Makary and Ellen Vaughn
chronicle Mama Maggie’s surprising pilgrimage from privileged child to
stylish businesswoman to college professor pondering God’s call to
change. She answered that call by becoming the modest figure in white
who daily navigates piles of stinking trash, bringing hope to the poorest
of the poor. Smart and savvy, as tough as she is tender, Maggie Gobran
is utterly surrendered to her mission to the “garbage people” who
captured her heart. At her request, the book also spotlights the people
she serves—the men, women, and children who prove every day what a
little bit of help and a lot of love can do.
Como Desenvolver A Clarividência - W.e.butler 2020-09-19
usando espelhos negros , cartas zener, clariaudiência,ESP,visões
hipnagogicas,psicometria, disco de areia,tarot & ,geomancia da areia,
Clarividência significa simplesmente visão clara . Em outras palavras, a
habilidade de ver coisas além do alcance normal de nossa visão física.
Geralmente é considerado um presente, concedido apenas a videntes,
profetas e adivinhos. Não tão. A clarividência pode ser desenvolvida - por
qualquer pessoa. O vidro de vidência, a bola de cristal, o disco de areia
podem parecer pertencer firmemente à terra dos contos de fadas, mas a
incrível verdade é que, com preparação e disciplina adequadas, eles
podem se tornar ferramentas confiáveis para trazer percepções psíquicas
através da mente subconsciente consciência desperta. Este livro, de um
eminente escritor sobre esotérico, fornece instruções detalhadas para
desenvolver o poder de visão clara. O poder está aí. Pode ser aproveitado
- por você
The Reality of ESP - Russell Targ 2012-12-19
On February 4, 1974, members of the Symbionese Liberation Army
kidnapped nineteen-year-old newspaper heiress Patricia Hearst from her
Berkeley, California apartment. Desperate to find her, the police called
physicist Russell Targ and Pat Price, a psychic retired police
commissioner. As Price turned the pages of the police mug book filled
with hundreds of photos, suddenly he pointed to one of them and
announced, “That’s the ringleader.” The man was Donald DeFreeze, who
was indeed subsequently so identified. Price also described the type and
location of the kidnap car, enabling the police to find it within minutes.
That remarkable event is one reason Targ believes in ESP. Another
occurred when his group made $120,000 by forecasting for nine weeks in
a row the changes in the silver-commodity futures market As a scientist,
Targ demands proof. His experience is based on two decades of
investigations at the Stanford Research Institute (SRI), which he
cofounded with physicist Harold Puthoff in 1972. This twenty-million
dollar program launched during the Cold War was supported by the CIA,
NASA, the Defense Intelligence Agency, and Army and Air Force
Intelligence. The experiments they conducted routinely presented results
could have happened by chance less than once in a million. Targ
describes four types of experiments: Remote Viewing, in which a person
describes places and events independent of space and time. For example,
while in California Price drew to scale a Soviet weapons factory at
Semipalitinsk with great accuracy later confirmed by Satellite
photography. In another remote viewing, Targ accurately sketched an
airport in San Andreas, Columbia himself. Distant Mental Influence,
where the thoughts of the experimenter can positively or negatively
affect the physiology (heart rate, skin resistance, etc.) of a distant
person. Whole field isolation, where someone in a state of sensory
isolation accurately describes the visual experiences of someone else in
another place Precognition and retrocausality, showing that the future
how-to-develop-clairvoyance-w-e-butler-pdf

can affect the past. That is, the elephant you see on television in the
morning can be the cause of your having dreamed about elephants the
previous night. Final chapters present evidence for survival after death;
explain how ESP works based on the Buddhist/Hindu view of our selves
as nonlocal, eternal awareness; discuss the ethics of exercising psychic
abilities,and show us how to explore ESP ourselves. “I am convinced,”
Targ says, “that most people can learn to move from their ordinary mind
to one not obstructed by conventional barriers of space and time. Who
would not want to try that?”
Experience of the Inner Worlds - Gareth Knight 2010
Originally published in 1975, Experience of the Inner Worlds is a classic
magical textbook of the Western Mystery Tradition. Covering a wide
range of topics within a Christian-oriented Qabalistic framework, Gareth
Knight explains the difference between magic and mysticism, natural and
revealed religion, monism and theism. He also covers the practicalities,
examining methods of inner plane communication, contact with the
Masters, the 'consciousness' approach of Carl Jung, the vision of Dante
and the archetypal power of the Hebrew alphabet - all within the context
of the Qabalistic Tree of Life. The book also contains powerful
visualisation exercises and examples of communication with angelic and
elemental contacts. While this book can be used as a course of selfinstruction, it is also an important modern reference book of magical
theory and practice, and has been used for decades by students of
Western Qabalah and magic.
Unconscious Memory - Samuel Butler 1890
Clairvoyance and Occult Powers - Swami Panchadasi 2019-05-19
These twenty lessons in psychic development and mental mastery cover
such arcane topics as clairvoyance, precognition, astral projection,
divination, crystal reading, ESP, spirit summoning, auras, dreams,
portents and journeys out of the body. These lessons will help the
aspiring student of occult powers develop their own innate psychic
ability, allowing them access to new worlds they never dreamed existed!
Come, learn the secret truths of those who know how to put such
knowledge to their own use!
Mein Kampf - Adolf Hitler 2021-03-19
‘MEIN KAMPF’ is the autobiography of Adolf Hitler gives detailed insight
into the mission and vision of Adolf Hitler that shook the world. This book
is the merger of two volumes. The first volume of MEIN KAMPF’ was
written while the author was imprisioned in a Bavarian fortress. The
book deals with events which brought the author into this blight. It was
the hour of Germany’s deepest humiliation, when Napolean has
dismembered the old German Empire and French soldiers occupied
almost the whole of Germony. The books narrates how Hitler was
arrested with several of his comrades and imprisoned in the fortress of
Landsberg on the river Lech. During this period only the author wrote
the first volume of MEIN KAMPF. The Second volume of MEIN KAMPF
was written after release of Hitler from prison and it was published after
the French had left the Ruhr, the tramp of the invading armies still
echoed in German ears and the terrible ravages had plunged the country
into a state of social and economic Chaos. The beauty of the book is,
MEIN KAMPF is an historical document which bears the emprint of its
own time. Moreover, Hitler has declared that his acts and ‘public
statements’ constitute a partial revision of his book and are to be taken
as such. Also, the author has translated Hitler’s ideal, the Volkischer
Staat, as the People’s State. The author has tried his best making
German Vocabulary easy to understand. You will never be satisfied until
go through the whole book. A must read book, which is one of the most
widely circulated and read books worldwide.
Parable of the Talents - Octavia E. Butler 2012-07-24
Winner of the Nebula Award for Best Novel: The powerful and
compelling sequel to the dystopian classic Parable of the Sower Lauren
Olamina was only eighteen when her family was killed, and anarchy
encroached on her Southern California home. She fled the war zone for
the hope of quiet and safety in the north. There she founded Acorn, a
peaceful community based on a religion of her creation, called
Earthseed, whose central tenet is that God is change. Five years later,
Lauren has married a doctor and given birth to a daughter. Acorn is
beginning to thrive. But outside the tranquil group’s walls, America is
changing for the worse. Presidential candidate Andrew Steele Jarret wins
national fame by preaching a return to the values of the American golden
age. To his marauding followers, who are identified by their crosses and
black robes, this is a call to arms to end religious tolerance and racial
equality—a brutal doctrine they enforce by machine gun. And as this
band of violent extremists sets its deadly sights on Earthseed, Acorn is
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plunged into a harrowing fight for its very survival. Taking its place
alongside Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale, Butler’s eerily
prophetic novel offers a terrifying vision of our potential future, but also
one of hope. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Octavia E.
Butler including rare images from the author’s estate.
Prisons We Choose to Live Inside - Doris Lessing 1992-08-01
In her 1985 CBC Massey Lectures Doris Lessing addresses the question
of personal freedom and individual responsibility in a world increasingly
prone to political rhetoric, mass emotions, and inherited structures of
unquestioned belief. The Nobel Prize-winning author of more than thirty
books, Doris Lessing is one of our most challenging and important
writers.
Seership - Paschal B. Randolph 1996-09
1864 Clairvoyance, or somnambulic vision: its art & culture with rules
for its attainment.
Clairvoyance for Psychic Empowerment - Carl Llewellyn Weschcke
2013
A complete training course in the ancient Tantric and Western
techniques of clairvoyance that will allow you to manifest love,
happiness, health, knowledge, wealth, spirituality, and more.
Basic Psychic Development - John Friedlander 2012-08-01
Unlock your psychic ability with this powerful, easy-to-use guide to
energy awareness. Basic Psychic Development offers step-by-step
exercises that explain how to understand and use auras, chakras, and
clairvoyance to make the invisible world visible. Based on the work of
Lewis Bostwick, founder of the Berkeley Psychic Institute, Basic Psychic
Development encourages an open, playful approach to experiencing the
energies. Basic Psychic Development shows how to:Read aurasUse
intuition to develop clairvoyanceOvercome blocks and boundary
issuesDevelop meditation and breathing exercisesGive chakra therapy
Lords of Light - W. E. Butler 1990-12
Discusses ritual and ceremonial magic, the awakening of the kundalini
energy, and the path of the qabalaistic tree of life
Alchemy, the Masters' Path- Create Your Calm & Peace - Alchemist Jedi
2019-05-25
In a world where you can't look both ways to cross the street without
tripping over another self-help author, it's crucial to bring something
different to readers that are searching for answers. The Alchemist Jedi in
his no nonsense codex Alchemy, the Masters' Path - Create Your Calm &
Peace cuts the fluff out of an existential discussion that's caused
centuries of war in the past and separation in modern times. Without fear
this particular guidebook teaches several ancient practices that
""cultivate your mind and nurture your emotions"" to reach a place of joy
and inner peace. What sets Alchemy, the Masters' Path apart is how the
tale combines quick references you can keep in your pocket for a rainy
day with personal anecdotes from the author's own experiences. Without
giving too much away, the story of how he lost his tongue and the power
he gained from silently observing the world will both terrify and inspire
you. There's something magical every reader can gain from this book.
Ht Dev Psychometry - Ted Andrews 1994
Psychometry is the ability to read the psychic imprints that exist upon
objects, people and places. Everyone is psychic, but most of the time we
brush aside our psychic impressions. Now, anyone can learn to develop
his or her own natural sensitivities. This book will provide you with a
step-by-step process for developing your natural psychic abilities,
including over 25 exercises to raise your normal sense of touch to new
levelsz
Pendulum Magic for Beginners - Richard Webster 2002
"Using the ... techniques in this book, you can consult a pendulum for
guidance, self-improvement, psychic development, and a wealth of other
practical purposes ..."--Back cover.
Shamanism Made Easy - Christa Mackinnon 2021-10-05
Reconnect with your authentic self and bring meaning back into your life
with the ancient, time-tested wisdom of shamanism. This book is a
fantastic and comprehensive introduction to shamanism by a leading
expert and teacher on the subject. Shamanism is the oldest and most
enduring spiritual wisdom tradition on Earth. It offers powerful practices
for healing and finding wholeness, and is appealing to a whole new
generation of spiritual seekers. Shamanism Made Easy, written by a
much loved university psychotherapist and shamanic teacher, explains
the subject in a clear and easily digestible format, and shows why these
deeply transformative techniques are so needed in our challenging times.
In this book, the reader will learn, amongst many things, how to build an
altar and create a sacred space, conduct ceremonies and design a daily
ritual, connect with spirit helpers, ancestors and descendants, and use
how-to-develop-clairvoyance-w-e-butler-pdf

dance as a tool for awakening and freedom. Above all, readers will learn
what it is like to undergo transformative journeys for personal healing
and development. This book was previously published within the Hay
House Basics series.
Una Introduccíon A La Telepatía - W.e.butler 2020-09-16
Una introduccíon a la telepatía Sinopsis ¡COMUNICACIÓN DE
SECRETOS DE MENTE A MENTE REVELADA! La telepatía es la
capacidad de comunicarse con otra mente, la mente. A pesar de milenios
de práctica entre las Escuelas de Misterios y Sociedades Esotéricas, sus
técnicas se han mantenido en secreto. Ahora que la ciencia está
comenzando a descubrir la verdad de que la telepatía es posible, uno de
los más grandes ocultistas del siglo XX, WE Butler, en este clásico del
ocultismo, explica cómo los magos y las brujas fueron entrenados en esta
habilidad. Butler, que fue alumno de Dion Fortune y profesor de Dolores
Ashcroft-Nowicki, presenta la telepatía como una habilidad alcanzable
para todos. En Introducción a la telepatía, explica con su estilo claro qué
es la telepatía, las diversas técnicas de entrenamiento empleadas en el
mundo esotérico y cómo se puede utilizar. Una introducción a la telepatía
examina las condiciones físicas, psicológicas y psicológicas necesarias
para un experimento exitoso. Él ve la telepatía como una herramienta de
curación, su papel en la hipnosis y en la construcción de formas de
pensamiento. NOSOTROS mayordomo Walter Ernest Butler (23 de
agosto de 1898 - 1 de agosto de 1978), fue un ocultista activo, autor y
fundador y primer director de los Servants of Light en Gran Bretaña. [1]
Vida temprana Su primer entrenamiento en los misterios fue con Robert
King, un obispo de la Iglesia Católica Liberal, quien lo entrenó como
médium. Butler luego se convirtió en sacerdote en la Iglesia Católica
Liberal. Mientras estaba en la India, estudió con místicos indios y
también entró en contacto con la mística teosófica Annie Besant, quien
cortésmente rechazó sus solicitudes de estudiar con ella. Regresó a
Inglaterra y se unió a la Sociedad de la Luz Interior de Dion Fortune en
1925, donde continuó entrenando y participando hasta algún tiempo
hasta el final de la Segunda Guerra Mundial. [2] [3] Carrera En 1962
conoció a Gareth Knight y, con Knight, comenzó a desarrollar un curso
por correspondencia en Qabalah para Helios Books. Durante ese tiempo,
también regresó a la Inner Light Society, donde conoció a Michael
Nowicki y Dolores Ashcroft-Nowicki. En 1973, el Curso Helios de Cabalá
Práctica ganó popularidad y fue desmembrado para formar los Siervos
de la Luz, para quienes Ernest fue el primer Director de Estudios.
Permaneció como director de estudios hasta poco antes de su muerte,
cuando pasó esta responsabilidad a Dolores Ashcroft-Nowicki.
Personalidad y vida personal WE Butler trabajó durante muchos años
como ingeniero. Más tarde fue miembro del equipo técnico de la
Universidad de Southampton, Inglaterra. [5] En la década de 1970,
Butler vivía en una casa de campo de estilo Tudor con paredes de piedra
caliza y techo de paja, Little Thatches, ubicada en Hillstreet, Calmore,
Southampton. [6] Chapman conoció a Butler en la década de 1970,
notando que tenía acento de Yorkshire, [7] y comentando sobre una
especie de bondad paternal sobre él . [8] Además, señaló que tenía la piel
muy pálida de un celta, un rostro redondo, labios finos y una sonrisa
suave . [8] Bibliografía Magia: su ritual, poder y propósito, 1952 El mago:
su formación y trabajo, 1959 Aprendiz de magia, 1962 Magia y Cábala,
1964 Cómo desarrollar la clarividencia, 1968 Cómo leer el aura, 1971
Cómo desarrollar la psicometría, 1971 Cómo desarrollar la telepatía,
1975 Magia práctica y la tradición occidental del misterio, 1986 Señores
de la luz: el camino de la iniciación a los misterios occidentales, 1990
How to Read the Aura and Practice Psychometry, Telepathy, and
Clairvoyance - W. E. Butler 1998-02-01
Renowned parapsychologist W. E. Butler outlines simple procedures to
develop, perfect, and control the four basic psychic powers that we all
possess. Outlines techniques and tools, using the strength of intuition,
for self-transformation on a deep level Opens the path toward a lifetime
of psychic exploration and discovery Over 15,000 copies sold In clear-cut
language, renowned parapsychologist W. E. Butler outlines simple
procedures by which anyone can develop, perfect, and control the four
basic psychic powers that we all possess. Using the strength of your
intuition you can: • Read the Aura--Perceive and understand the meaning
of the glowing field of vital energy that surrounds all living beings. •
Understand Psychometry--Read the emanations of all objects to learn
their historical and emotional significance. • Awaken Your Telepathic
Powers--Transmit and receive thoughts solely through your mind's
Power. • Experience Clairvoyance--See the past, the future, and the
boundless present in vivid clarity. Research continues to confirm the
existence of paranormal powers. With these techniques you can develop
your higher faculties, enriching your own life and that of others, and
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enabling self-transformation on a new and deeply satisfying level. These
tools open the path toward a lifetime of exploration and discovery.
Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series - Library of Congress.
Copyright Office 1972

Communications, Astral Travel and Understanding the Universal Mind.
The book is laced with a number of the author's own unusual
experiences.Honored with "Award Finalist" in 2009 National Best Books
by USA Book News, Spirituality Category.
The Path of Initiation - J. S. Gordon 2013-07-04
Details the process of spiritual initiation from aspirant to the highest
Adept • Explains the characteristics of each stage of initiation, including
the associated psychological issues that need to be faced to move to the
next stage • Explores the long history of the Mystery traditions from
ancient Egypt, Babylonia, and India to the modern Theosophy of
Blavatsky and Bailey • Reveals how the Brotherhood of Spiritual Adepts
is increasing global tensions to prepare humanity for the Age of Aquarius
and spiritual revelation As the precessional cycle transits from Pisces to
Aquarius, great shifts in spiritual evolution are on the horizon--not for all
of humanity as many in the New Age movement have generously
hypothesized but for those who have undertaken the necessary spiritual
preparation and initiatory work. Drawing from his deep immersion in the
Mystery traditions of both East and West, author J. S. Gordon
investigates the initiatic path from ancient times to modern day, detailing
the step-by-step process of initiation and the sequence from spiritual
aspirant to the highest Adeptship. He explains the natural logic and
characteristics of each stage of initiation, including the associated
problems and psychological issues that need to be faced in order to move
forward to the next stage. He shows how humanity is naturally inclined
to spiritual evolution and the development of higher consciousness. We
are part of the overall evolutionary process of Nature, a system guided
by the most highly evolved Adepts and extending beyond Earth to the
entire kosmos. Exploring the long history of the Mystery schools
beginning with ancient Egypt, Babylonia, and India, Gordon examines
the sacred metaphors and allegories of esoteric philosophy, metaphysics,
occult science, and the Science of the Seven Rays as well as the Adeptinspired theosophical works of H. P. Blavatsky and A. A. Bailey. He looks
at the Adept Hierarchy of the Great White Himalayan Brotherhood and
considers in detail two much-discussed mysteries: The Jesus-as-Christ
mystery and the Maitreya-Buddha mystery. Revealing how advancement-spiritual, scientific, and cultural--erupts out of tension, he explains how
the Adepts have been increasing local and global tensions to prepare
humanity for the Age of Aquarius, thereby creating the ideal
preconditions for spiritual evolution and an eventual restoration of the
Mysteries in our own modern era.
Stealing Fire from Heaven - Nevill Drury 2011-03-02
The Western magical traditions are currently undergoing an
international resurgence. In Stealing Fire from Heaven, Nevill Drury
offers an overview of the modern occult revival and seeks to explain this
growing interest in ancient magical belief systems. Gnosticism and the
Hermetica, the medieval Kabbalah, Tarot and Alchemy, and more
recently, Rosicrucianism and Freemasonry, collectively laid the basis for
the modern magical revival, which first began to gather momentum in
Europe at the end of the nineteenth century. Western magic has since
become increasingly eclectic, drawing on such diverse sources as
classical Greco-Roman mythology, Celtic cosmology, Kundalini yoga and
Tantra, shamanism, chaos theory, and the various spiritual traditions
associated in many different cultures with the Universal Goddess. Drury
traces the rise of various forms of magical belief and practice, from the
influential Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn to the emergence of
Wicca and Goddess worship as expressions of contemporary feminine
spirituality. He also explores Chaos Magick and the occult practices of
the so-called Left-Hand Path, as well as twenty-first-century magical
forays into cyberspace. He believes that the rise of modern Western
magic stems essentially from the quest for personal spiritual
transformation and direct experience of the sacred--a quest which the
trance occultist and visionary artist Austin Osman Spare once referred to
as "stealing fire from heaven." Considered in this light, Drury argues,
modern Western magic can be regarded as a form of alternative
spirituality in which the practitioners seek direct engagement with the
mythic realm.
Practical Magic and the Western Mystery Tradition - W. E. Butler
2002-01-01

The Good Reaper - Dennis J. Butler 2015-10-03
An alien race has traveled 9,000 light years to reach Earth. They brought
with them, a cure for cancer and all infectious diseases as well as
advancements in propulsion technology. But is the human race ready to
welcome a superior race? Is the human race ready to move beyond the
narrow-mindedness of a territorial mentality? Is the human race
prepared to trust strangers from a far-away world? When Naos OrielAchernar volunteered to be part of the second phase of the study of the
human race, he had no preconceived notion of breaking Ranjisan law.
But that was before he got to know, admire and even love the human
race. Naos was part of the medical discovery team that was tasked with
observing human medical conditions and treatments. Phase I of the study
of the human race consisted of strictly areal observation. Naos was a
part of Phase II. In order to study humans more closely, Ranjisi observers
posed as humans and blended into human society. Naos was assigned to
work in a hospital in New York City. Rule one of the Ranjisan exploratory
bylaws prohibit direct involvement in human medical treatments. Naos
was only there to observe and report back, but living among the humans
was far different than studying them from the sky. Humans are rough
around the edges and sometimes cruel but Naos found them exciting and
he grew to love and admire them. He couldn't stand to see them suffer
with diseases that were cured on Ranjisan, centuries ago. All disease had
been wiped out on Ranjisan. Ranjisi people only died after living long and
healthy lives because eventually, the blood vessels deteriorated. But that
took about 150 Earth years and in the end, there was no suffering.
Ranjisi left their physical bodies with dignity and that is why Naos could
not understand why the human race was still opposed to assisted suicide.
It really hit Naos when he watched the best friend he had made on Earth
suffer for the last months of his life. Naos decided he would never watch
another human die a slow and painful death. Naos is still grieving over
the death of his good friend Eli when he meets LeAnne. LeAnne is dying
of a rare lung disease known as LAMS. Naos gets to know LeAnne while
transporting her to and from her treatments and a friendship is born. The
friendship between LeAnne and Naos gradually blossoms into much more
than a friendship, but LeAnne doesn't know who Naos really is. She
knows he holds a deep dark secret, but she could never in her wildest
dreams imagine what that secret is. If Naos is willing to become an
interplanetary fugitive by helping humans die with dignity, what about
the possibility of taking it one step further? If the "end of life" treatments
could be smuggled to planet Earth and many Earthly diseases are
curable, wouldn't it be possible for Naos to actually cure people?
Wouldn't it be possible for Naos to cure someone who has found a
permanent place in his heart? Naos is in a battle with his conscience.
Should he deny his feelings and obey the laws that he was sent to Earth
to live by or should he do what he knows in his heart is right and become
an alien fugitive criminal? Excerpts: "Doctor Bockarie watched silently.
Her big dark eyes seemed to never blink. She appeared amazed as she
leaned in to see the front end of the Zaurak Elakribi application which
displayed the computer simulated models. 'It actually is beginning to
make sense,' Doctor Bockarie said. 'The pods will hunt down and destroy
the cells with the matching DNA. It's amazing.' " "The nurses were quick
to notice that Mesarthim and Doctor Bockarie frequently took breaks
together. 'Look at the Doctor's smiles,' Nurse Abeni remarked. 'Her big
dark eyes are smiling too. She seems to have taken a liking to the space
doctor,' Aide Folami agreed."
How to Be a Psychic - Michael R Hathaway 2016-12-02
Discover your innate psychic ability! Take control of your future with
How to Be a Psychic. You'll start by learning how to tune in to the
psychic ability you already have--but never knew how to access. After
mastering these easy-to-follow instructions on how to hone the sensitivity
of your senses, you'll move on to the more specialized skills of a psychic,
such as: Channeling spirits, including talking with people who have
passed away Communicating with animals Connecting telepathically with
people across long distances, using the power of your mind Looking into
the future There's no prior experience or crystal balls required. With the
help of How to Be a Psychic, you'll soon be able to achieve clairvoyance,
determine your future, and reach the Other Side.
The Quest of the Radical Spiritualist - Robert D Egby 2009-06
Discovering the Power of the True Self, Living in the Now, Walking the
Path through Metaphysics to Higher Consciousness, Spirit
how-to-develop-clairvoyance-w-e-butler-pdf

The Complete Book of Auras - Richard Webster 2010-11-08
Have you ever wanted to get an immediate picture of someone's mood,
personality, state of health, or true nature? It's easy to learn to recognize
and interpret the aura—the colorful bands of energy that emanate from
the soul. And once you do, you'll have a powerful edge in achieving goals,
improving your health, helping others, and enjoying success in all areas
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to the aura's seven layers—and discover simple ways to: Clear and
balance your chakras using crystals and pendulums Recognize signs of
illness and heal yourself Protect your aura from psychic attack Give
accurate readings for others Read the auras of your pets and treat their
ailments

of your life. Based on decades of teaching thousands of people this lifeenriching practice, Richard Webster shares proven, step-by-step
techniques for seeing, feeling, strengthening, and cleansing the aura.
Through meditations, visualizations, and creative exercises, you'll learn
to tap into the body's chakra system—the energy centers that correspond
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